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Investing in European CLOs – nice if
you can
by Dagmar Kent-Kershaw, Intermediate Capital Group Plc (ICG)

In the heady days before the financial crisis, Europe’s collateralised loan
obligation (CLO) market was thriving, with at least 60 active CLO managers
issuing funds. While smaller than its US stable-mate, the European CLO
market entered the downturn with around €130bn of funds outstanding,
virtually all of which financed European leveraged loans in corporate
buyouts. Banks, insurance companies, pension and other funds globally
were investing into European leveraged loans through CLOs and it seemed
that the asset class had come of age.
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Contrast the situation five years on. Last year’s European

CLO market where US$32bn of CLOs has already been

issuance was practically zero compared to US$53bn of US

issued in 2013, and a record figure is expected by year

issuance in 2012 (Standard & Poor’s). CLOs are a core funding

end. So what happened to the much-anticipated European

tool for leveraged buyouts (LBOs) so a lack of CLO lending

CLO comeback?

capacity can lead to short-falls in leveraged loan placement.
This in turn is one of the factors keeping European loans

In some respects Europe and the US are very different
markets and should be analysed as such. Europe is

spreads as much as 100bps-200bps wider than their US
equivalents. So with European leveraged loans offering
attractive returns, why are there not more new European
CLOs available to investors, and what is the alternative?

The comeback that never happened
During 2013 the European CLO market had started to show
signs of staging a comeback, after very low issuance since
2008 (see Exhibit 1). By June 2013, seven new CLOs had
Dagmar Kent-Kershaw

launched in Europe, and analysts were forecasting at least
€5bn of issuance in 2013 and further growth in 2014.

Head of Credit Fund Management

The forecast for further growth in 2014 in particular is

Intermediate Capital Group Plc (ICG)

beginning to look rather optimistic, and JP Morgan has
downgraded its forecasts for 2013 to between €3bn and

tel: +44 (0) 20 3201 7730
email: dagmar.kentkershaw@icgplc.com

€4bn for the whole of Europe. Contrast this with the US
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multi-jurisdictional with considerable barriers to entry

4. Finally, liability pricing has been wider than in US CLOs,

while the US is more homogenous, has less legal

meaning that the arbitrage available was insufficient to

complexity and is easier to access. However huge variance

meet the requirements of equity investors. In recent

in CLO issuance levels cannot be attributed to this alone:

months liability pricing has improved to a level where

1.

A major factor in the failed comeback is new European

European transactions can offer attractive investment

regulation brought in under the Capital Requirements

returns across the capital structure.

Directive, specifically section 122a or ‘skin in the game’

Skin in the game

as it is more commonly known. This regulation
effectively requires managers to commit significant

The new regulatory environment, or the ‘skin in the game’
capital to CLO funds. The revised regulatory landscape
rule requires the sponsor of any securitisation to retain 5%
for European CLOs was recently confirmed and will be
fully implemented in January 2014.

of the fund’s capital structure, either in the first loss
tranche or as a vertical strip across all tranches. While

2. Regulatory uncertainty has held back issuance as

most parties including industry bodies broadly agree with

investors wanted to wait until the new guidelines were

the concept and intent of the 122a regulation, to ensure

clear.

originators have some responsibility for the quality of

3. The universe of managers has shrunk to less than 40

loans they originate, the model of CLOs in securitisation is

as many managers consolidated or exited the market

somewhat different. Indeed, the 122a rules were never

during the crisis.

proposed to include CLOs but they are an unintended

Arbitrage CLO volume

Exhibit 1
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consequence of the drafting of the original 2011

additional risk premia that investors demand when

regulations.

accepting the greater complexity and perceived macro risk

In the case of a CLO, there is no one ‘sponsor’ or
‘originator’ of the loans, as CLOs are a diversified pool of
loans originated and underwritten by multiple banks.
CLOs are a fund management vehicle, more akin to any
other type of fund, rather than risk transfer from a bank

of Europe. The enduring appeal of CLOs whether in Europe
or the US is that CLO paper is suitable for a very wide
range of buyers as it is a listed and traded security with
dual ratings and sufficient liquidity to trade in all but the
most dislocated markets.

balance sheet. New CLOs use securitisation techniques to
gain access to term leverage, rather than utilising leverage

Investing in credit

with market value tests, which can be more volatile in
times of stress and as seen in 2008, disastrous in times of

So while opportunities in new European CLOs remain

market collapse.

relatively scarce, how else might the institutional investor
access the leveraged loan asset class?

If a manager raises a loan fund in a traditional format, it is
not required to commit capital. However if the same

Loans have a number of characteristics which appeal in the

manager raises a loan fund by way of a CLO, it must

current environment:

commit 5% of the fund size. Fund managers are generally
thinly capitalised and mostly manage others’ money rather

i.

they are floating rate, so have virtually zero duration
and thus provide a natural hedge against interest rate

than their own. The effect of this regulation is that the

74

increases;
universe of managers with capital to commit tens of
millions of euros to each successive fund is extremely

ii. loan spreads remain close to historic wide levels as

limited, and only 10-20 in number across Europe. The other

shown in Exhibit 2. Levels in 2013 have remained wider

managers without capital will either have to find investors

than 450bps per annum in Europe, compared to

for alternative fund vehicles or decide to run down their

continued tightening in the US; and
iii. the key measure of risk – leverage levels – on new

loan investment activities.

transactions in Europe, remains lower than at any time
since 2005, and more than 20% below the peak

Investing in CLOs

leverage levels seen in 2007 which should result in
The lack of yield in core fixed income asset classes (high
grade corporate and government bonds), means that
European institutional investors and pension fund
consultants have looked increasingly to higher yielding or
‘alternative credit’ in the last two years. These are asset
classes with which US investors are very familiar and are
viewed as mainstream credit assets stateside. They include
high yield bonds, leveraged loans, asset-backed securities
including CLOs, and credit funds combining one or more of

lower than average historic default rates.
A lack of bank lending in Europe has led to a greater range
of credit investment funds and structures for institutional
investors and a greater level of interest and investment,
helped by the pension fund consultants. The 2013 Global
Alternatives Survey by consultancy Towers Watson, shows
that in 1995 pension funds allocated only 5% to
alternatives, and now this has grown to 19% including
allocations to ‘alternative credit’.

these asset types. Moreover as markets have tightened in
the US, investors there have been looking to Europe as a

the US, including in European versus US CLOs.

European liquid leveraged loan
funds

European CLOs offer an attractive yield pick-up over the

There exist a number of open-ended funds which focus on

US, due in part to their scarcity but also due to the

the larger, traded syndicated European loans. These funds

source of alpha versus the yield compression currently in
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Weighted average new-issue institutional spreads

Exhibit 2
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hold diversified portfolios of loans, with underlying

loan funds available to institutional investors.

borrowers being €500m+ or so in loan size. The funds will

Direct lending funds target mid-market companies, too

actively trade in and out of credits based on credit views

small to access the syndicated loan or high yield bond

and relative value, they generally offer quarterly liquidity

markets, and who have historically relied on the banks for

to investors and can take in new subscriptions monthly.

their borrowing requirements of €50m-€200m. These are

They have simple and transparent structures, are generally

performing, well structured companies which find

unlevered and have a relatively low fee structure.

themselves with limited financing options now that the

Pension funds and insurance companies have been

banks have retrenched and are trying to reduce their

accessing European loans in this manner since the

balance sheets by lending less.

mid-2000s, either in pooled funds or segregated accounts

Portfolios are heavily weighted towards senior secured

for larger investors. Investment returns for these types of

loans, an asset class that has strong capital preservation

open-ended funds are in the range of 5%-6.5% gross

aspects, with a high recovery rate in the event of a default.

currently.

Fund managers with specialist networks and skills to
implement a direct lending strategy are raising significant

European direct lending funds

pools of capital; these funds are essentially filling the
lending gap left by the banks. The managers have

Direct lending is a relatively new entrant in the universe of

specialist skills in understanding the market, analysing and
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assessing credit quality and risk, originating lending

sufficient to offset the lending capacity in pre-crisis CLOs

structures, and have the networks and expertise to

which is disappearing fast.

structure funds and are an effective and trusted lender to
borrowers.

ICG believes that the factors that have led to the decline in
bank lending volumes are structural and will remain for the

These strategies offer pension funds a good way to

medium to long-term. We do not believe that the level of

generate sufficient returns to meet their income needs and

new direct lending funds being raised will be able to meet

long-term liabilities; modelled returns for investors can be

the need for corporate credit in Europe. The volume of new

between 8% and 10% currently. The attractive returns

deals, need for refinancing of existing loans as they mature

compensate for the reduced liquidity of the asset class as

and the ongoing need for growth capital cannot be met by

loans to mid-sized corporates have low liquidity versus

the current supply in the market.

traditional equity, fixed income or even syndicated loans.

We see the credit demand and supply dislocation

Returns are also enhanced by the loan structures, which

remaining, and therefore credit spreads remaining wide.

are even more conservative than for larger loans as lenders

Whether through CLOs, open-ended liquid loan funds or

are able to drive better terms due to the lack of viable

direct lending funds, we believe there are multiple options

alternatives.

for the institutional investor looking to capture value in
European loans.

Outlook
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Contact us:
ICG believes the current low level of CLO issuance will
prevail under the new regulatory arrangements. A limited

Intermediate Capital Group Plc (ICG)

number of managers will provide potentially around €5bn

Juxon House, St Paul’s Churchyard

of liquidity across Europe each year, which is some comfort

London EC4M 8BU, UK

for investors looking for new CLO paper but a scarcity

tel: +44 (0) 20 3201 7700

value will remain in Europe, save any major change in the

web: www.icgplc.com

regulatory regime. The low level of CLO issuance is not
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